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SUMMARY 
1. Feeding concentrates to cattle on pasture is a satisfactory method of pro-
ducing a good grade of finished beef on grass with a minimum of grain 
and labor. 
2. In three years' tests (1929-1931), two-year-old steers fed grain on pasture 
made average gains of 2.05 pounds per day, compared to 1.55 pounds per 
day on grass alone. Yearlings usually make smaller gains, but in 1929 
good yearlings made 2.21 pounds per day. 
3. Profits in four comparable tests, 1928-1931, were $6.49 per head with 
grain on grass and 3.85 on grass alone, if no charge was made for grass. 
With a pasture charge of 50 to 75 cents per month, the profits were $3.39 
and 0.43 per head, respectively. These estimates are based on a full 
market valuation on cattle at the beginning of the tests and on market 
prices for feeds . Using farm values for cattle and feeds, the profits would 
be considerably greater. Jn 1930 all cattle were unprofitabfe because of 
falling prices. 
4. Fattening cattle with concentrates on pasture is most likely to pay (1) 
when the market will pay 75 cents to $1.00 more per 100 pounds for grain 
fed cattle; (2) when grain feed is largely home-grown or bought at a low 
cost; (3) when the feeding can be done conveniently; (4) when it is 
desired to market young cattle in slaughter condition a year earlier than they 
would finish on grass alone or when it is desired to market cattle fat off 
grass in early summer. 
5. Finishing on grass alone is advisable (1) when there is an abundance of 
cheap pasture and feed f rices are high ; ( 2) when the market on which the 
cattle are to be sold wil not pay more than 25 to 50 cents per 100 pounds 
more for grain fed cattle than for grass cattle. 
6. Ration! : If feeding is to be successful, enough feed should be given to 
get cattle out of the grass-fat class into a higher grade. An average 
feed of s to 6 pounds per day for four months has been found sufficient 
to bring an increased price of about $1.20 per 100 pounds on the New 
dean~ market, on two-year-old steers. 
heap, home-grown corn, fed either as shelled corn or ground whole ear 
corn, supplemented with cottonseed meal, should be the basis of most 
Louisiana ration . Brewer's rice may be used instead of corn, or the corn 
may be mixed with rice bran or molasses. 
7. PtJJture lmpro ement: Regardless of the method used in finishing cattle, 
the improvement of pa tu.res is the most important single item in profaable 
beef production in Louisiana. (See page 14.) 
8. Q11ality of Meat: Good quality beef can be produced on grass, either 
with or without grain, provided that the age and the breeding of the 
cattle are right, and that they have sufficient finish. 
FATTENIN TEER OF DIFFERENT AGE 
ON PA 'TURE, WITH A D WITHOUT 
GRAIN, AND INFLUE E OF 
METHOD o QUALITY 
OF ME T* 
By 
Chas. I . Bray 
PART I. 
Importance of Grass in Louisiana Beef Production 
Beef production in Louisiana is largely a matter of making a 
profitable use of grass. South Louisiana and the alluvial lands of north 
Louisiana are excellent grass producing sections and most of this grass 
must be sold through beef cattle. Considerable grazing land is avail-
able in all parts of the state and while some of this grass land is not 
of as high quality as that in the alluvial and coastal areas, it is usually 
more suitable for raising beef cattle or sheep than for any other pur-
pose. In the coastal region, grazing is practically continuous through-
out the year, good grazing usually being available from March until 
October in most parts of the state. Since grazing begins early, the 
Louisiana cattleman may have his cattle grass fat before the western 
grass cattle come to market. The long grazing season makes it 
possible to produce cattle at low co t with little expense for wintering. 
• Jn reference to the quality of meat reported in this bulletin, the Bureau of . .Animal 
Indus.try, United States Department of .Agriculture, furnished data on the physical ~nd 
chemical composition of the 9-10· ll rib cuts, and on the color and tenderness (mechan1cal 
test) of the meat, and contributed to the meat cookery phase of the study. The Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics took the lead in grading the cattle and Caicass_es, ~nd the 
Bureau of Home Economics in roasting carcass samples. Personnel for iudgmg the 
palatability of the roasted meat was furnished by all three Bureaus. 
Credit should also be given to A. 0 . Fitzgerald, student herdsman, 1928-29; to E. M. 
Gregory, assistant in animal husbandry, 1930; and to Du.If Maxwell, herdsman, 1931-32· 
33, for efficient work in feeding during these experiments. 
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Improving pastures by reseeding, mowing weeds, fertilizing or 
liming where necessary draining low-lying areas, and terracing hill 
lands would increase the carrying capacity of much of our available 
grass land and in consequence would make it possible to produce a 
greater amount of beef per acre and per head. White Dutch clover 
and Bermuda grass are the principal pasture plants in the alluvial and 
coastal sections, while lespedeza, Dallis grass, Vasey grass, red clover, 
hop clover, carpet grass, and other grasses and legumes grow well in 
most parts of the state. Beef cattle raising combines well with rice 
production and some of the best beef producing parishes are in the 
rice growing area. 
Breeding for Better Beef 
A much more uniform product is possible where careful selection 
and breeding are practiced. The use of purebred sires of good beef 
type, the selection of cows of beefy conformation, good capacity, and 
breeding ability, and the continued selection of the best breeding 
heifers in the herd will in a relatively few years build up a herd that 
will produce high quality beef if properly fed and cared for. Such 
cattle are likely to be more profitable to the producer than cattle of 
inferior type and unimproved breeding. Both good breeding and good 
feeding are essential in the production of high quality beef. 
Producing Beef on Grass Alone 
Most of the beef cattle raised in Louisiana are marketed directly 
off grass without additional feeding. ince a considerable proportion 
of Southern meat consumers prefer beef with a light or medium finish, 
it is often the most economical practice to sell cattle directly off grass, 
if fat enough to bring good prices. On good pastures, steers may 
make not only good gains but profitable gains on grass alone. Much 
of our pasture land, however, is n t sufficiently improved to produce 
go d gains, and some of our beef sold off grass is not sufficiently 
finished to sell at good price nor of the right quality. 
Market for Grain Fattened Beef 
That there is a demand in Louisiana for beef of higher quality 
than that produced on gras alone is shown by the amount of fed 
beef shipped into the state and ld as "Kansas City" or "Western Fed" 
beef. Beef of similar grade and quality can be produced and marketed 
in the state. If more feeding were practiced there would be less need 
to import beef from other state . While corn i higher in price here 
·1 
than in the corn belt, a great deal of home-grown corn could be 
marketed to advantage through beef" cattle. Other available Louisiana 
feeds are cottonseed meal and hulls, rice bran, molasses, and the 
various hays and fodders produced in the state. The most important 
and the cheapest feed we have, however, is grass. 
Summer Feeding on Pasture 
The experiment reported in this bulletin was planned in 1928 
to investigate methods of producing well finished cattle at low cost, 
using grass as much as possible. Feeding concentrates to cattle .on 
pasture has shown considerable promise in other southern states, . as 
well as in the corn belt. With the establishment of more packing 
plants and standard markets in the state, a corresponding increase in 
the feeding of cattle for market may be expected. 
Advantages of Summer Feeding on Pasture 
1. Grain feeding on pasture produces fatter and heavier cattle 
that will sell at a higher price than can be obtained for cattle fattened 
on grass alone. 
2. Young cattle, such a yearlings and two-year-olds, may be sold 
fat off grass by this method when they might not fatten sufficiently 
on grass alone until three or four years of age. 
3. Cattle can be made ready for market earlier in the summer 
by grain feeding, so they can be sold before prices drop in the fall. 
4. Cattle fattened with grain on pasture require less grass than 
those on gras alone. This may be no advantage to the man who has 
plenty of cheap gra s, but it may be of considerable advantage to one 
who either has insufficient grass or is grazing cattle on a limited area 
of high-priced land. 
5. The higher prices generally paid for grain fed cattle, to-
gether with the greater weights obtained, will usually bring in sufficient 
net gains to make feeding profitable. This is especially true if the 
labor of feeding can be done without extra expense, and if most of 
the feed is home-grown or can be bought at sufficiently low cost. 
6. If cattle are fattened with grain and sold in July or August, 
at least two good cuttings of hay can be made on the grazing land 
during the fall months or the pasture can be used for other cattle. 
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Summer Feeding on Pasture Compared to Winter Dry Lot Feeding 
The chief advantage in summer feeding on pasture is that the 
cattle gather most of their own feed as grass. South Louisiana is un-
excelled in the production of grass, but because of frequent rainfall 
it is not well adapted to the curing of hay except in late summer and 
fall. Summer feeding on pasture saves the labor of cutting, curing, 
and hauling hay and other forages and the feeding of these to cattle, 
since the cattle gather their own forage. Only a small amount of time 
and labor is required in summer feeding where grain is fed on pasture. 
Summer feeding on pasture has another great advantage in that 
the full fertilizer value of the feed is returned directly to the soil in the 
form of manure. This is of particular importance if one looks at 
farming from the long range standpoint. J£ the pasture is on good hay 
land, or on land that can later be used for crops, the benefits from 
cattle feeding will be more immediately realized. If the pasture is 
on land not suited to cultivation, the increased fertility is not lost, as 
it will result in increased pasture. When cattle are fed in dry lots in 
winter the manure usually accumulates around barns or feed troughs 
and much of its fertilizer value is lost through washing. The 
hauling of manure is likely to be expensive if it has to be hauled any 
great distance. 
One objection to summer feeding is that feed prices are usually 
higher in spring and early summer than in fall and winter. This 
objection is not serious, bowe er, if all the corn for feeding is produced 
on the farm. 
References on summer feeding on pasture compared to dry lot feeding : Direct 
comparisons of dry lot feeding with pasture feeding in summer have been made principally 
in the northern and western states. Dry lot feeding in summer is rarely practiced in the 
outh. 
Grimes ( 21) •, in Alabama, found it more economical to winter steers cheaply on 
roughage and to feed grain on pasture in summer. Good ( 17), of Kentucky, reported 
greater profits from feeding corn on gr s in summer than from feeding corn in winter 
and finishing on grass alone. napp and Knox ( 49), Illinois, have usually been success-
ful in obtaining larger and more economical gains from pasture feeding, and in some 
cases have received a higher price per pound for the pasture fed cattle than for those 
fed in dry lot. Jn one experiment, however, the higher price received for dry lot fed 
catt.le was enou~h to counterbalance the more economical gains on pasture. Culbertson 
and associates ( 13) ( 14), in Iowa, found that calves fattened more economically on 
pasture than in dry lot. Baker (2) and Snyder (51), Nebraska, obtained better results 
from feeding grain on alfalfa pasture than from feeding grain and alfalfa hay in dry lot. 
Thalman and Gramlich (52), Nebraska, obtained equally satisfactory gains and selling 
prices from feeding steers on pasture as compared to dry lot. Gerlaugh (16), in Ohio, 
found pasture feeding most prolitable in one experiment, but in a second experiment, 
although the pasture fed cattle made better and more economical gains than the dry lot 
cattle, those fed in dry lot brought a price on the market that was sufficiently higher to 
offset any advantage in pasture feeding. McCampbell and associates ( 29) (30) (31), 
in Kansas, have in gener I reported more favorably on pasturing without grain and then 
• Numbers in parentheses ( ) refer to references given in pa es 41 to 43. 
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finishing with grain in a dry lot, although they report some profitable pasture feeding. 
Morton and Osland (35), in Colorado, found it more satisfactory to feed in dry lot. 
Snapp ( 50), after summing up a number of experiments at different stations, 
concludes that "the net difference between pas ture and dry lot feeding is not great. For 
the farmer who is busy at the many tasks that require his attention, feedi ng on pasture 
will usually prove the m re satisfactory, notwithstanding the larger gains that may be 
r(•.ilized in dry lot." · . 
Summer feeding is best suited to sections here there is a long and 
early grazing season and an abundance of good pasture, and where light 
cattle are to be finished with a limited amount of feed . These are 
conditions that apply generally in the South. The prejudice against 
pasture fed cattle· that is noted frequently on northern markets is not 
evident in the South. 
Age and Type of Cattle to Feed 
In most Louisiana markets, young, light-finished cattle . weighing 
not over 700 to 800 pounds are principally in demand and usually 
bring the best prices. Cattle of this weight feed out well on pasture 
and are likely to sell most readily. 
While it is advisable to use well bred cattle for fattening, it is 
probable. that common grades of cattle, if bought cheaply, might be 
fattened more satisfactorily by this method than in dry lot. Common 
cattle may make almost as good gains as high grade cattle, especially 
for a short feeding period, but do not produce a good carcasses and 
consequently sell for a lower price (64) (70 . 
As a rule, two-year-old cattle are most satisfactory for summer 
feeding ( 38) ( 39) ( 42) . It may be more profitable to market two-
year-olds after a period of grain feeding than to bold them another 
year and sell off grass alone at three years of age. This may not lie 
true, however, if one has plenty of gr s and if feeds are high priced. 
Yearlings* may be fattened satisfactorily by this system of feed-
ing, but require a longer feeding period than older cattle. For best 
results, they should be wintered well previou to going on feed in 
summer. In 1929, when the yearlings represented the pick of the 1928 
calf crop and were well wintered, results were as satisfactory as with 
older cattle, but in 1930 and 193 l the gains made on yearlings were 
not a satisfactory. Half-blood Brahman yearling made go d gains 
• . In these experiments the term ')ea~lillg applies to .young cittle ?ropped early the pre· 
v1ous year. In some ex periment station , C:J.ttle of this age a.re designated as calves. 
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in the 1933 test. Short-aged yearlings, especially if thin in the spring, 
may preferably be carried over another year on grass. 
Length of Feeding Period 
With the exception of the 1928 experiment, which ran from 
February to October, the average feeding period in these experiments 
was 115 days, or about four months. When two-year-old or three-
year-old cattle are in fairly good condition at the start, four months 
of feeding on suitable pasture will put on a good marketable finish . 
For the Louisiana market it probably is not advisable to feed more than 
four months, except with yearlings. AH cattle need not be fed the 
same length of time, but the best cattle may be sold as soon as ready 
and the thinner ones kept on feed for later sale. If feeding is to be 
profitable, cattle should be fed enough to take them out of the grass-
fat class, in order to bring at least 75 cents to $1.00 more per 100 
pounds than grass-fat cattle. 
Wintering Previous to Fattening on Grass 
For best results in summer feeding it is necessary to have cattle 
in fairly good condition at the time feeding begins. Cattle in thin 
condition may make very rapid gains- three pounds or more per day-
for a short time after they go on grass, but much of this is £11 and they 
may still not be fat enough for the July or August market. Yearlings, 
in particular, may not be fat enough for desirable beef in July or 
.August if they are thin when put on grass in the spring. It is best 
to winter young cattle with a liberal feeding of hay or other roughage 
and one pound of cottonseed meal per day, so that they will put on 
some weight. A moderate gain (50 to 75 pounds) put on in winter 
with cheap roughage will mean that much more weight at market, 
and the cattle will be more likely to be ready for market in July or 
.August. 
If feeding is started early while the grass is still immature and 
watery, it is better to feed some hay as long as the cattle will eat it. 
As a rule, cattle will not eat much hay, if any, when they have plenty 
of good pasture, although Richardson ( 41), in Tennessee, recommends 
feeding a little roughage to fattening steers all summer. ( ee also 
page 10.) 
Time of Day to Feed Grain 
Some investigators recommend early morning grain feeding, while 
others recommend evening feeding. It is usually convenient to feed 
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in the morning, especially if the feeder has to work efsewhere during 
the day. However, in the first three experiments ( 1928-1930) it was 
most convenient to feed in late afternoon and the results appear to 
have been satisfactory. In 1931, 1932, and 1933, grain was fed in 
the morning. 
Amounts to Feed 
The amount of grain to feed on pasture will usually be from 
three to eight pounds per day. In the corn belt, 15 pounds or 
more per day is sometimes fed. In these Louisiana experiments the 
average feed was 5.3 pounds per day, the cattle usually being started 
on about 3 pounds per day and increased to about 8 pounds during 
the last six or eight weeks. Richardson ( 41) recommends feeding 
% pound per day for each 100 pounds of live weight, which would 
be 6 pounds per day for 800-pound cattle. When cottonseed meal is 
fed alone, the average feed is usually from 4 to 5 pounds per day. 
Rations to Feed 
These experiments did not deal to any extent with comparisons 
of feed mixtures. The best feeds to use are those produced most 
economically at home, or those that can be bought at the lowest price 
per unit of feeding value. Shelled corn, ground whole ear com, rice 
bran, molasses, and cottonseed meal can be used in the same pro-
portions as in these experiments. Brewer's rice, while practically as 
good a feed as corn, is now usually higher in price. Following are 
some good rations that might be used in Louisiana. Where cotton-
seed meal is as cheap as corn, larger amounts of meal may be fed in 
proportion. 
1. Shelled corn or 
Ground whole ear corn* 
Blackstrap molasses, if desired 
Cottonseed meal 





Cottonseed meal or 
Cracked cottonseed cake 
4. Cottonseed meal or cake 
J 5 pounds 
1 to 2 pounds 
1 to 2 pounds 




} 1 to 2 pounds 
to 5 pounds 
• In feeding ground whole ear corn, with corn shelling about 66 per cent grafo, approxi-
mately 'O per cent more total feed should be allowed . 
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. Refere11res 011 feed mixtures: Jn most of the southern states, cottonseed meal or 
cottonseed cake is frequently fed alone. Ward and Gray (56), in Alabama, reported 
that equal parts of corn and cottonseed cake proved slightly better than cake alone. They 
also reported that whole cottonseed at $14 per ton was cheaper than cottonseed cake at 
$26 per ton. The same investigators (57) found that shelled corn was better than corn-
and-cob meal. Edwards and Massey ( 15) , in Georgia, recommend mixtures composed 
of 6 pounds corn and 3 pounds cottonseed meal, or 4 pounds corn, 8 pounds velvet 
beans in the pod, and 3 pounds cot tonseed meal. Jacob (25), of Tennesee, has used 
corn-and -cob meal, . supplemented with ei ther legume hay or cottonseed meal. Sheets 
and Thompson (46) , of the U.S. D . .A ., recommend cottonseed cake instead of cottonseed 
mea l, to feed on pasture. Richardson ( 40), of Tennessee, reports the use of ground 
whole ear corn ( corn-cob-and-shuck meal) , supplemented with cottonseed meal. Rusk 
and Snapp ( 44), of lll inois, found that when steers were pastured on alfalfa, ground 
ear corn produced larger and more economical gains than shelled corn and there was 
much less bloating ; but on bluegrass pasture shelled corn was superior. 
In Louisiana, the cattleman with home-grown corn will usuaUy 
find it mo t convenient to feed it as ground whole ear corn. 
Pmtein Supplements 
It js ad isab1e to feed some protein supplement, such as cotton-
seed meal, at least one part of cottonseed meal or cake to five or six parts 
of grain. If the pasture is largely white clover, it may not be necessary 
to feed more than one pound of cottonseed meal per steer daily. If 
the pasture is principally g rass, however, such as Bermuda or D allis 
grass, it is advisable to feed one and one-half to two pounds of protein 
supplement per day. 
References on protein supplemenJJ: Burnett and Smith (8) , of Nebraska, found 
that with com at 33 cents per bushel and oil meal at $25 per ton, cattle fed corn with 
oil meal on grass gained 20 per cent faster and cost approximately 35 cents less per 100 
pounds gain than those fed com alone. Craig and Marshall (12) , in Texas, obtained 
27 per cent greater gains by feeding cottonseed meal with corn, saving one pound of 
concentrates for each pound of gain . 
Black (6) , of the U. . D. A., in a survey of corn belt feeding practices, found lhat 
many feeders were using legume hay satisfactorily as a supplement to corn on pas ture, 
obtaining as rapid gains as with a protein meal . One advantage of using legume hay 
as a supplement is that the feeder uses a home-grown product that he does not have 
to buy . Jt is also possible that steers receiving some hay would be less likely to suffer 
from bloating on young clover. While it would not pay to buy legume hay for use as 
a supplement, it hould be economical to use if it is produced on the form . 
ulbertson and Hammond ( 13). of low , recommend one-half pound, instead of one 
pound, of cottonseed meal per day in the corn belt, because of its high price in comparison 
to corn in that section. Mumford {36), in Missouri, fou nd it more profitable to feed 
protein supplements, especially to young cattle, !though excell ent gains on corn alone 
were reported. Trowbridge (54), in Missouri, obtained best results with a mixed pro-
tein supplem nt made up of alfalfa meal, cottonseed meal, oat feed, and molasses. Rusk 
and Snapp ( 44), in Jllinois, found soybean meal superior to cottonseed meal as a supple-
ment to corn on pasture. 
Jacob, Duncan, and N I (25), of th Tennessee station, compared alfnlfa hay and 
cottonseed meal as supplements to com-cob-and- huck meal, and corn-cob-and-shuck meal 
without supplements. The ration balanced with cottonseed meal at $30 per ton was 
more profitable by about $2 per steer than the ration balanced with alfa lfa hay at $10 per 
ton. It was also about $2 per head more profitable than the radon containing no supplement. 
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Time of Year to Feed and Market 
In these experiments feeding began in the spring as soon as good 
grazing was available, in order to have the cattle ready to sell in July 
or early August. This system not only permits an earlier sale of cattle, 
usually for higher prices, but leaves the grazing land available to pro-
duce two or more cuttings of hay, or f<?r pasture for other cattle. 
If the cattleman could get as good a price in October as in July, 
it might be practical to graze the cattle without grain until June, and 
then feed grain on pasture for three months, marketing in September 
or October. This method, which has been followed to some extent in 
the west ( 29)' produces a greater total gain and allo:ws the cattleman 
to use the fall corn crop or other fall feeds such as rice products while 
these are available at low prices. The greatest drawback is that prices 
usually decline about one-half cent or more per pound between July 
and September (New Orleans market). (See Table 1, page 12.) This 
would mean a loss. of from $4 to S or more on an 800 to 900-pound 
steer, which would have to be offset by an increased gain of from SO 
to 70 pounds live weight, in order to break even. 
Marketing Grass Fat Steers 
It is often a question whether to sell gras fat cattle in midsummer 
when prices are usually higher or to hold for greater weight and sell 
in September or October. In 1930 and in 1931, half of the grass fed 
cattle were sold in July or August and the balance later. In 1930, 
November prices were practically the same as the August prices, con-
sequently the late steers were the most profitable. (See page 25.) In 
that year the late steers made better average gains than those sold early, 
because of the better quality of the late pastures. In 19.J 1, while the 
early grazing season was better than usual, and the gains high, the fall 
gains were small, and the late marketed steer sold at a lo . (See 
page 29.) 
Reference1 011 marketing: Grimes (22), in Alabama made a similar compari n in 
1930-31-32. In each of those three years, grass steers sold in Septembe.c were more 
profitable than those sold in July with the grain fed steers. The average selling price was 
$5 .75 in July and $5.90 in September, and the steers had put on an average of 91 pounds 
more weight. In one of three years, the late marketed cattle showed a higher gain pee day 
than those marketed early, indicating the excellence of the late pastures. 
Gray and Ward ( 18). in Alabama, made a similar te t with steer fed cottonseed cake 
on grass in 1909-1911 and reported early marketing to be more pcolitable. However, 
the late cattle were held only 18 days longer and the differences were not great enough to 
be conclusive. These authors make the following comment: 
"The greatest advantage in favor of the early method of feeding is one that 
doe not appear in a te t of this kind . When the steers arc di posed of at an 
early date, the grass has an opportunity t make extr:t groVi'th, thus affording 
extra feed for the winter months." 
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Fall Prices of Beef Steers 
. . The following table shows average fall prices of steers, t..-ompared 
: to March prices; on the New Orleans market over a period of nine 
years. 
TABLE 1. AVER.AGE FALL PRICES OF STEERS BY MONTHS, 
NEW ORI.EANS• . 1928-1936 
Grade I Milidl II Jilly I August jSeptembCrl October !November! December : 
Good to 
Choice** $8.15 .$7.80 . $7.60 7.20 $7.10 $6.80 $7.15 
Fair to 
Good 5.40 4.90 4. 0 4.()0 4.40 4.25 4.40 
• The above quotations arc the averages for the high and low quotations for approximately 
the middle of each month . 
.. The marlcet grades ue local a.nd are not the same as the Chicago marlcet grades of the 
ame designation. 
Prices for the best grades of cattle at New Orleans showed an 
average decrease of 60 cents per 100 pounds from July to September 
and $1 per 100 pounds from July to November. For medium cattle 
the decrease was 30 cents per 100 pounds from July to September and 
65 cents from July to November. There was no decrease in quoted 
prices (July to ,September) on the better grades in 1933 and 1934. 
For the medium grades, there was no decrease in quoted prices (July 
to September) in 1931, 1932, 1933, and 1935. 
ince a decrease of 0 cents per 100 pounds means a loss of $4 
on an 00-pound steer, a gain in weight of 67 pounds at 6 cents per 
pound would be required to offset this loss. This is as much gain as the 
average steer may make in 60 days on fall pasture alone. If fall 
pasture is good and grass cattle are not fat enough for slaughter in 
July or August, two month of additional grazing may increa e their 
market grade, as well as their weight, and so off set any normal de-
rease in price. 
Comparison ol Grain and Grass with Grass Alone for Profit 
In three out of four tests at this station ( 1928-1931) grain feed-
ing was more profitable than grass alone. At the North arolina 
station ( 59) , grain feeding was more profitable two years out of 
three, 1914-1916. In Alabama and Mississippi (57) , feeding was pro-
fita~le three y'ears out of four from 1912 to 1916. In Alabama (22) , from 
12 
1927 to 1932, feeding was more profitable five years out of six. Id 
Mississippi ( 3), one experiment in 1923 was unfavorable to feeding.' 
At the Tennessee station (25) , four lots were fed grain on grass 
as compared to one lot on grass alone. For the five-year period, the 
lots receiving grass · alone made the best financial showing. They 
led the other lots two years, were second one year, third one year, and 
fifth one year. The lots receiving four pounds of corn-cob-and-shuck 
meal and one pound of cottonseed meal ranked very dose to the grass 
lots, making the best financial showing two out of five years. (See 
also page 10.) 
In West Virginia ( 5) , feeding on pasture was highly profitable 
in all of three years, 1926-1928. An average of 28 different comparisons 
from six southern experiment stations shows almost equal profits from 
the two methods. 
TABLE 2. GRAIN FEEDING ON GRASS COMPARED TO GRASS ALO EAT 
SlX SOUTHERN EXPERl fENT STATIONS. 
(Average of 30 lots fed grain and 28 lots on grass alone. ) 
Average daily gain, pounds 
Average selling price per 100 pound 









• Not includin. g the pro/its in the W est Virginia experiment, 1926-1928, in which cattle 
were fed on a rapidly rising market and sold much above normal southern prices. 
Profits in this test were $10.24 greater per steer from feeding grain . 
It would appear from Table 2 that fattening on grass alone may 
sometime be as profitable as fattening with grain . It is necessary 
to analyze the results to determine when grain feeding is profitable 
and why. 
Factors Influencing Profits 
1. Increased sate price of grain fed cattle. The table indicates that 
an increased sale price of about 50 cents per 100 pounds i necessary if 
grain fed cattle are to break even on feeding. Thi has been the 
most consi tent factor affecting profits . \'V'here the increased elling 
pri e has be n only 25 cent to "O cents per 100 pound , feed ing grain 
has been unprofitable. When the increase has been from 60 cen ts to 
$1 per 100 pounds, there has usually been a fair profit. When the 
grain fed cattle ha e sold for $1 or more per 100 pounds higher than 
grass cattle, profits have been uniformly good. The New Orleans 
market has usuaJly paid more than $1 per 100 pounds premium for 
Louisiana grain-fed cattle on pasture. On local country markets, 
good grass cattle may be the more profitable. 
2: Increased gaim and finish. This is closely related to in-
creased sale price. In cases where grain fed cattle have made only 
slightly better gains than grass cattle, such as 25 to 30 pow1ds more per 
head, feeding has been unprofitable. Fed cattle must put on enough 
finish to get into a higher market grade, out of competition with grass 
cattle. The increase in ' eight is only a part of the increase in value, 
but the increase in market grade brought about by better finish is highly 
,important. Fed cattle should put on at least 0.4 to 0.5 pound per 
day more than grass cattle or 50 to 60 pounds more gain over a four-
month feeding period, to sell for a profitable price. 
3. Price of f ed. In several experimental reports, high prices 
of feed were mentioned as the cause of low profits. However, good 
profits have been reported in years of high feed costs and low profits 
in years of low feed costs, depending on whether fat steer prices were 
proportionately high in relation to feed prices. 
Home-grown corn should usually be made the basis of any ration, 
as the feeder is frequently able to market his own corn at a better 
price through cattle than by selling it. Feeding will show the greatest 
profit where there is a urplus of cheap corn to feed or where other 
feeds, uch as cotton eed meal, can be bought cheaply. 
4. Efl ct of quality of pasture on profits. In several experiments, 
where grass alone appeared to be more profitable than grain and grass, 
the omment was made that the cattle on grass alone had excellent 
pasture or, in ome ca es, had better pasture than the cattle receiving 
grain. In one instance (North Carolina ( 59), one lot on grass alone 
made larger gains than the lot receiving grain and consequently made a 
greater profit. 
od pasture is necessary in making profitable gains, either with 
or without gra in . rrying to m ny ttle n a given area reduces 
the feed a ailable for each anim 1 and consequently cuts down gains. 
To put on weight rapidly, cattle hould be able to get a good fill of 
rass in a few hours of grazing. Probably our greatest opp rtuni ty 
for profit lies first of all in making better pastures, capable of produc-
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ing 250 to 300 pounds or more of beef per acre. Then, with increas-
ing markets for good beef and with an increased production of farm 
feedstuffs, we should be able to compete favorably with other sections 
in the production of high quality beef. 
Choose Method of Feeding to Suit Conditions 
The cattle producer should follow the system that best suits his 
conditions, depending upon amount of pasture, number of cattle, feed 
supply, and personal preference. Some cattle producers, especially 
those with well bred cattle and good, but limited, pasture, may find 
it most satisfactory to sell calves at weaning time; some, with more 
pasture, may sell yearlings or two-year-old feeders to go into western 
pastures or feed lots. Those who have some feed available, grain or 
roughage, or both, or are located where they can buy feeds suGh as 
meal and hulls at low cost, may prefer to fatten their own calves and 
older cattle in winter, or to fatten them with grain on pasture to 
produce choice slaughter cattle. No one system can be recommended 
to fit all conditions. Louisiana cattlemen, however, do not need to 
follow any set program of feeding and marketing as do cattlemen 
in other sections of the country, but may preferably sell cattle of dif-
ferent ages at various times throughout the year, either locally or 
whenever a truckload or carload is ready and the market price is 
favorable. 
Equipment for Feeding on Pasture 
A feed trough 3 feet wide, 10 or 12 feet long, and 7 to 8 inches 
deep, raised 27 to 30 inches from the ground, will be satisfactory for 
10 to 15 steers. The figure on the cover and figure 3 show types of 
troughs used. A roof over the trough is an advantage in keeping rain 
out of the feed, but is not necessary. Movable troughs are advisable 
as they can be moved to a fresh location whenever one place becomes 
too muddy. Heavy troughs of 2-inch cypress will last a number of 
years and if put on skids can readily be moved to fresh ground . 
Salt and Mineral Mixtures 
. Salt should be provided at all times. The customary method 
ts to set out compressed salt blocks in boxes, preferably under shelter. 
In some sections, such as the coastal plains or the hill sections, 
where there may be a deficiency of lime or phosphorus in the soil, it is 
advisable to supply a mineral mixture such as the following: 40 parts 
ground oyster shell or ground limestone, 40 parts steamed bone meal 
or spent bone black (bone char) from the sugar refineries, and 20 
parts salt. Mineral mixture should be put in boxes under shelter 
where they will be available at all times. Minerals other than salt 





FATTENING TEERS WITH 
AND ON RA ALO E 
EXPERIMENT 1. YEARLING TEERS FED GRAIN ON GRA AND 
ON GRASS ALONE . 
Objects of Experiment: 1. To determine whether it is profitable 
to feed grain to yearling steers on pasture, as compared to grass alone. 
2. To determine the effects of grain feeding on quality, color, 
and· palatability of meat. 
Cattle Used: Owing to temporary lack of station funds, the 
only cattle available for this experiment were yearling* steers produced 
in the University grade beef herd, approximately twelve months of 
age at the beginning of the test. The expense of feeding was borne 
by the University. These yearlings were grade Herefords, Aberdeen-
Angus, and Shorthorns, grading medium to good in thin condition. 
Three graded below medium, but this was due mainly to lack of con-
dition. They had not had a great deal of pasture during the winter, 
owing to fires which burned over two of the pastures, and only a 
small amount of hay was available. 
Feeds: A good grade of brewer's rice was used in the test, sup-
plemented with cottonseed meal. A small amount of molasses was 
added during part of the test. As the experiment started before the 
pa ture had produced sufficient grass for fattening, the cattle were fed 
hay daily until the first week in April. 
Pasture: The pastures were principally white clover and Ber-
muda grass. The steers on grass alone were not confined to one area, 
but ere moved around during the summer to such fields a would afford 
them good grazing. Those receiving grain were pastured on a ten-
acre field close to the feed house. Both lots had plenty of pasture at 
all times, although the pa tures were not of as good quality as in the 
following years. 
Grading: The yearlings were graded as feeders and again as 
slaughter cattle by two representative of the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics and the station animal husbandman. The carcasses of the 
• It might be a question whether these steers should be called "yearlings" or "calves." 
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cattle slaughtered were graded after cooling and rib samples from 
representative steers were shipped to the United States Department of 
Agriculture at Beltsville, Maryland, for a study of quality and palata-
bility. 







Feeder Catt!e• 1 Slaughter Cattle I 
Choice Good Good Medium Common Good 
Carcasses 
Medium Common 
3 6 6 3 5 3 (8 only) 
3 6 4 5 (2 only) l l 
• Six in each lot graded by committee, December 7, 1927. Others graded by Bray 
and Jordan, February 20, 1928. 
Marketing: The experiment was continued until October 17, 
1928, when the steers were shipped to St. Louis. The steers on 
grass alone were not fat enough for slaughter cattle and were 
sold as feeders, with the exception of two killed for the meat .investiga-
tions. The steers that had been fed grain did not bring as good 
prices as they should have brought, as evidenced by the quality of the 
carcasses after slaughter. There appeared to be a prejudice agajnst 
them because they were southern cattle, and because they had not been 
corn fed. The buyers were not familiar with brewer's rice as a feed. 
Steers of approximately the same age and quality sold by another 
experiment station on the same market the following week brought 
approximately three cents more per pound, although the carcasses were 
about the same quality. 
Conclusions: 1. Yearling steers fattened on pasture with con-
centrates in addition made very satisfactory baby beeves. The gains 
of the yearlings on grass alone were below those obtained in following 
years when the pastures had been improved. 
2. Because of the low price paid for the fed steers, the margin of 
.profit in favor of Lot 1 was only 3.18 per steer. Feeds were bought 
m the spring when prices were highest. Had the steers sold as they 
should have done, for $14.00 per 100 pounds instead of 10.85, they 
would have been very profitable. 
Meat Studies: A statistical summary of the meat studies for four 
years is given on page 38. The following conclusions were drawn 
from this particular test: 
1. Meat from steers fed grain had a slightly more desirable 
aroma and flavor and was juicier. 
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2. There is no great difference in the quality of meat, other 
than fatness, from steers fed grass alone and from similar steers fed 
grain in addition. 
TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF WEIGHTS, GAINS, FEED CONSUMPTION, AND 
MARKETING DATA-1928. 
February 21 to October 17, 1928-239 Days 
Number in lot 
Average initial weight, pounds 
Average final weight, pounds 
Average gain, pounds 
Average daily gain , pounds 
Average Daily Ration : 
Brewer's rice, pounds 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 
Molasses, pounds 
Hay, pounds 
Feed per 1 OD Pounds Gain ; 
Brewer's rice, pounds 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 
· Molasses, pounds 
Hay, pounds 
Feed Cost Other Than Pasture 
Feed cost per 100 pounds gain 
FINANCIAL DATA 
I 
LOT 1 LOT 2 
Grain Grass 

























- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -
E timated initial value per 100 pounds 
Estimated initial value per head 
Average sale weight, pounds 
A Ye rage sale price 
Average ale value 
Sell ing cost 
N et ale value 
Balance, not including pasture 
Balance, including pasture 
hipping shrinkage, pounds 
Per cent shrinkage 
Average dre sed weight, pounds 
Dressing percentage 
Price of Feeds: 
Brewer's rice, per ton 
Cottonseed meal, per ton 
Molasses, per pound 
Hay, per ton 

































EXPERIMENT 2. FATTENING TWO-YEAR-OLD STEERS WITH GRAIN 
ON GRASS COMPARED TO GRASS ALONE. 
II. YEARLING CATl'LE COMPARED TO CATl'LE TWO 
YEARS OLD--1929. 
Cattle Used: The cattle in Lots 1 and 2 were purchased locally 
from farms near the University and had been on white clover pasture 
similar to that used in the experiment. They were of mixed breeding, 
but largely high grade Aberdeen-Angus, Herefords, and Shorthorns. 
The yearling steers (Lot 3) were good grade beef calves raised 
on the University farm in 1928. They had been wintered on a velvet 
bean .field early in the winter, continued after January on hay with a 
small amount of cottonseed meat. 
Grading: The cattle were graded at the beginning and at the 
end of the experiment, and in the carcass by representatives of the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the Louisiana Experiment 
Station. As feeders the two-year-olds graded medium, with one good 
and one common grade in each lot. The yearling cattle graded 
medium, with three grading good. As slaughter cattle, Lot 1 (two-
year-olds) graded medium, with one common steer. Lot 2 (grass 
alone) graded largely common, with three grading medium, 
and Lot 3 (yearlings) graded medium, with two grading good and 
one common. 
Pastures : The cattle had the same type of pasture as in the 
previous test, white clover predominating in the early part of the 
season, with white clover, Bermuda, and some mixed grass- mostly 
Dallis and Vasey grasses- in the latter part of the season. Lots 1 
and 3 had approximately ten acres each of fenced pasture, while the 
steers on pasture alone ran with other cattle, principally yearling 
heifers, wherever they would have plenty of grazing. 
Feeds: The feed used were brewer's rice and cottonseed meal 
as in the previous experiment. A small amount of hay was fed during 
the first 20 days. 
Marketing: The cattle were marketed in New Orleans, where 
they were priced and weighed individually. Lot 3, the fed yearlings, 
sold at 13.00 per 100 pounds. Most of the fed two-year-olds, Lot 
1, sold at 12.50 per 100 pounds, with two steers selling at 10.50 and 
one at $9.00, an average of 11.94. Lot 2, the two-year-olds on grass 







TABLE ~. GRADES OF CATTLE AS FEEDERS, SLAUGHTER CATTLE, 
AND CARCASSES 
. SLAUGHTER GRADE CARCASS GRADE I FEEDER GRADE 
Good Med. Common Good Med. Common Good Med. Common Cutter 
1 8 1 .. 9 1 .. 5 4 1 
1 8 1 .. 3 7 .. 2 5 3 
3 6 .. 2 6 1 1 7 1 .. 
Meat Samples: elected rib cuts from these steers were shipped 
to the United States Department of Agriculture station at Beltsville, 
Maryland, for examination and measurement. Final details on the 
meat work are given on page 38. 
Conclusions: The results of the 1929 test were probably more 
+ avora::.le to summer feeding than those of any other test during the 
~ix-year period . Feeding showed a net increase in profit of $7.87 per 
head f .r steers fed grain over those fed no grain. 
The yearling steers made larger gains per day and sold better than 
in any other test in which yearlings were used. For one reason, they 
were kept in good condition through the winter, first on velvet beans 
and then on hay and cottonseed meal. Calves that are allowed to 
get too thin through the first winter do not put on sufficient finish dur-
ing a short summer feeding period to sell as slaughter cattle. 
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TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF WEIGH'.I'.S, GAINS, FEED CONSUMPTION, AND 
MARKETING DATA-1929. 




Number in lot 10 
Age of steers 2 years 
Average initial weight, pounds 570.3 
Average final weight, pounds 818.7 
Average gain, pounds 248.4 
Average daily gain, pounds 2.16 
Average daily feed: 
Brewer's rice, pounds 4.77 
ottonseed meal, /ounds 1.37 
Hay, pounds (Fe to April 9) .53 
Feed per 100 pounds gain: 
Brewer's rice, pounds 220.8 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 63.6 
Hay, pounds 24.5 
Feed cost per head $ 1 .92 
Feed cost per 100 pounds gain 6.01 
FINANCIAL DAT.A 
Initial value per 100 pounds 
Initial value per head 
Average sale weight, pounds 
Average sale price per 100 pounds 
Average sale value 
E timated selling cost 
N et sale value 
Balance, not including pasture 
Balance, including pasture 
Shipping shrinkage, pounds 
Per cent shrinkage 
Average dressed weight, pounds 
Per cent dressed weight 
Prices of Feeds: 
Brewer' rice, per ton 
ottonseed meal,/er ton 
Hay, p r ton (Fe until April 9.) 
Pasture, per month 



















LOT 2 LOT 3 
Grass Grain 
Alone On Grass 
10 9 











$ 0.28 $ 0 .07 
.15 $ 5.92 
11.00 $ 11.00 
63.12 $ 56.62 
713.5 710.5 
$ 9.89 $ 13.00 
70.59 $ 92.41 
$ 2.50 2.50 
68.09 89.91 
4.69 $ 18.19 





EXPERIMENT 3. YEARLING v . TWO- I'EA.R-OLD STEER . 
Il. LONG Y . SHORT PERIODS ON GRASS A.LONE 
Cattle Used: The two-year-old cattle used in this test were 
high grade Herefords raised in Texas but carried over through one 
summer in south Louisiana near Raceland. They were bought in the 
fall of 1929 at the same time as the steers used in winter feeding 
experiments, and were wintered on hay and pasture, with a light feed 
of cottonseed meal. 
The yearlings used were from the University farm, as in previous 
years, and were high grades by Hereford, Shorthorn, and Angus sires. 
Grading: The cattle were graded as in previous years by re-
presentatives of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the Louisi-
ana Experiment Station. They graded medium to high-medium and 
good at the beginning of the test. 
Figure 1. Rib from representative steer on grass alone, 1929. 
Short vs. Long Grazing: In order to allow some of the grass 
steers (lot 2) to put on more gain, half of them were left on pasture 
at the time the other steers were sold, and were continued on grass 
until November 1. These (Lot 2B) were then sold and slaughtered, 
and were graded as the others. 
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Pastures: In this test an attempt was made to limit the amount 
of pastures to what the steers would actually use. Unfortunately, 
there was a period of unusually dry weather from the middle of May 
to the middle of July, and the amount of available grazing was not 
as expected. While the cattle did not consume all available forage, 
they probably did not have enough palatable grass for best gains. Lot 
2, on grass alone, was moved to another pasture for two weeks in 
. \ 
Figure 2. Rib from repre entative teer fed grain on pasture, 1929. 
July. The acreage per steer was as follo s: Lot 1, 0.51 acres· Lot 2, 
1.18 acres; Lot 3, yearlings, 0.4 acres. These pastures were not regular 
in outline and contained some areas of little or no alue, so that the 
area credited as pasture is only approximate. 
Rainfall and Pasture Conditions: nu ually dry eather pre-
vailed from May 19 through June until the middle of July. No 
rain fell in June. The pastures were ery poor during the latter part 
of June and the first part of July. The gains of the grass cattle were 
low for this period. During the period July 19 to November 1, rain-
fall was slightly above normal. 
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TABLE 7. GRADES OF CATTLE 4S FEEDER AND SLAUGHTER CATTLE 
AND AS CARCASSES 
Lot. 
FEBDER GRADE SLAUGHTER GRADE CARCASS GRADB 
No. Choice Good Medium Low High Low C Low Med- Com-Good Medium Medium ommon Good ium mon 
1 0 4 6 4 6 0 0 1 9 0 
2A 0 2 3 0 0 1 4 0 1 4 
2B 1 1 3 Grades Missing 1 2 2 
Conclusions: Prices on beef cattle were declining sharply .dur-
ing this period and no profits were possible. The cattle on feed were 
slightly more profitable than the steers sold off grass in July, but 
were less profitable than the steers held over on pasture until Novem-
ber 1. 
Yearlings in this test made poorer gains than in 1929 and were 
less profitable than the two-year-olds. They were not as fat at the 
beginning of the test as in 1929 and were not well finished at the close. 
Droughts in the Western cattle country · caused large numbers 
of cattle to be thrown on the market in July that woula ordinarily 
not have been marketed at that time. This was one factor in making 
July prices lower than normal. 
Steers carried over to November 1 brought practically the same 
pri es per pound as the grass steers sold in July, and the extra weight 
they put on enabled them to break a little better than even, if no charge 
wa made for pa ture. They made only 1.2 pounds gain per day 
during the first 148 days on test and 1.36 pounds per day the last 
7 day , which was better than normal for late summer. 
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TABLE 8. UMMARY OF WEIGHTS, GAJ S, FEED CONSUMPTION, AND 
MARKETING DATA-1930. 
Lots 1, 2A, and 3 on test March 21 to August 16, 1930-148 days. 
Lot 2B on test March 21 to November 1-226 days. 
LOT 1 LOT 2A 
Grain Grass 
On Grass Alone 
Age of Steers 2 ye.ars 2 years 
Number in lot 10 .5 
Acres pasture yer head (est.) ..5 1.1 
Average intita weight, pounds 472.9 .514.0 
Average .final weight, pounds 76.5.1 670.6 
Average gain, pounds 292.2 156.6 
Average daily gain, pounds 1.97 1.06 
Average daily feed: 
Corn, pounds 5.45 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 1.72 
Feed per 100 /sounds gain: 
Corn, poun s 276.l 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 87.1 
Feed cost per head $ 17.87 
Feed cost per 100 pounds gain 6.12 
FINANCIAL DATA --- -- -- -- -- -- -----
Estimated initial value per 100 lbs. t 9.00 9.00 
Estimated net value per head 42.56 46.26 
Average sale weight, pounds 751.5 648.0 
Average sale price 7.91 6.64 
Average sale value 59.44 43.03 
E timated selling cost $ 3.93 3.39 
Net sale value .$ 55.51 39.64 
Margin over feed cost* $ -4.92 -6.62 
Margin over feed cost, including 
pasture $ -7.42 10.37 
Shipping shrinkage, pounds 13.6 22.0 
Per cent shrinkage 1.8 3.3 
Prices of Feeds: 
om, per bushel $ 0.90 
Cottonseed meal, per ton $ 39.00 
Pasture, per month $ 0.7.5 for Lot 11 
$ 0 . .50 for Lot I 
$ 0.40 for Lot Ill 
• Not includins pasture. 
t As valued in spring. 



















































EXPERIMEXT ! . FA1"l'E~l~G TWO-YEAR-OLD . TEERS WITH GRAll\. 
ON GRA ~!PARED TO GRASS AJ,ONK 
JI. HORT vs. LONG GRAZING PERIOD--1931. 
Cattle Used: The twenty steers purchased for the main ex-
periment were high grade Herefords, seventeen of them being brought 
into Louisiana from Texas in the summer of 1930. Winter grazing had 
been very poor and feed was scarce during the winter of 1930-1931, 
and these cattle were very thin when purchased in the spring of 1931. 
They were probably not quite two years old when put on test. 
Grading: The steers were graded at the beginning and at the 
close of the experiment and also after slaughter, by representatives of 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and of the Louisiana Experiment 
Station. The steers graded medium and good as feeders, and except 
for their thin condition would have graded good and choice. 
Figure 3. Two-year-old steers fed grain on pasture, 1930. 
Pastures: Pasture were much better than usual. The white 
clover was s luxuri nt that there was a great deal of tr uble from 
bloating among all cattle in the herd. One steer died of cl ver bloat 
before the experiment began an two out of nine in the 1 t on pasture 
alone died after the experiment began, le ving only even teers in thi 
lot. (Lot 2 . 
Lot 2 (p ture al ne had a lightly better pa ture than Lot 1, 
and made a hi her average d ily gain than any imil ar lot during the 
four year test. Lot 1 (fed grain) h d plenty f go d gr zing but 
not high a propor ion of .,. hite clover. 
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Bloating on Clover Pasture: In calculating the results of the ex-
periment, the loss of steers from bloating' as not included. Naturally, 
the loss of three steers at $34.00 each (two of them out of Lot 2 after 
the experiment started) cancelled all profits for this lot. Bloating 
is a hazard that all cattlemen have to face on river bottom clover 
pastures. This was the only year during this series of experiments 
(six years) that fatal bloating occurred. No serious bloating occurred 
in the lots fed grain. While it might not be safe to conclude that the 
grain feeding alone prevented bloating, it is reasonable to believe that 
the grain-fed cattle would not eat so much clover at one time as the 
cattle on clover alone. 
Length of Grazing Period : Since it is very evident that steers 
on grass alone will not usuaHy be as fat as steers receiving grain in 
addition to pasture, when all are sold at the same time, it was thought 
that if ome of the grass steers were held on pasture until fall, they 
would put on more finish and would be more nearly comparable to 
he fed steers. Of the seven steers in Lot 2 (pasture alone) , three 
were sold with the grain-fed steers after July 12, and four were 
ca rried on until October 17. 
Feeding: The ration fed in 1931 as made up of corn, rice bran, 
cottonseed meal , and molasses. During a part of the test the corn 
was fed as ground whole ear corn, and the remainder of the time as 
shelled corn. onsidering all corn on a shelled basis, the proportions 
of feed were approximately 10 parts corn to 5.25 parts cottonseed 
meal, 4.0 parts rice bran, and 3.25 parts blackstrap mola ses. 
Marketing: The teers .finished in July were shipped to the 
New Orleans market and graded both on foot and in the carcass. Rib 
uts were taken from the carcasses and shipped to the Bureau of 
Animal Industry Laboratories at Beltsville, Maryland, for cooking tests 
and analysis of texture, palatability, and quality. The steers .finished 
In October were killed locally at the Baton Rouge Municipal Abattoir, 
ahd meat amples were sent to Beltsville as before. 
To make the sale data comparable to those of ilie other lots, these 
four steers were appraised individually by Mr. A. P. Per~in, of New 
rleans, on the basis of current New Orleans market pnces and the 
same .figures were used for shrinkage in transit and for sale costs as 
were recorded for the grass steers sold in July. 
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TABLE 9. GRADES OF CATTLE AS FEEDER AND SLAUGHTER CATTLE 
AND AS CARCASSES 
Lot SLAUGHTER GRADB CARCASS GRADE 
No. 
I FBBDBR GRADB 
Good Medium Low Good Medium Common High Med. Medium Low Med. 
1 4 5 3 6 .. 3 4 2 
2A 2 1 .. 2 1 1 .. 2 
2B 1 3 .. 4 .. 1 1 2 
Conclusions : Because of the exceptionally good gains made on 
grass alone and the high price received for the grass steers in July, this 
lot (2A) was most profitable. Feeding grain was not as profitable as 
in 1928 or 1929, as the sale price of the cattle per 100 pounds was 
lower than the purchase price. Compared with the grass steers sold 
in October, the grain fed lot was more profitable. 
It might be questioned, however, whether definite conclusions 
should be drawn from the sale prices of Lots 2A, marketed off gras in 
July, and 2B, marketed in 0 tober. The grading committee did not 
see Lot 2A in as favorable a light as did the buyers. The examination 
of the rib cuts at Beltsville showed that the 2A cattle were much 
thinner than the grain fed steers, and only sl ightly fatter than the 
steers sold in October. 




• Apprai ed. 
Grain on gras 
Grass only, sold in July 
Grass only, sold in October 









The quoted market price on g rass cattle (fair to good) dropped 
only 50 cents per 100 pound from July to October that year, while 
the differen e paid for these two grass lots was $1.77 per 100 pounds. 
While the steers sold in July may have been slightly better than those 
sold in 0 tober, it seems evident that the buyer over-estimated the 
July g.ra fed cattle and paid more for them in proportion than they 
were worth. The price paid for the grain fed steers (Lot 1) and the 
October gra steers were strictly in line with current market prices. 
Holding the cattle unbl 0 tober did not increa e the degree of fini h. 
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TABLE 11. UMMARY OF WEIGHTS, GAINS, FEED CONSUMPTION, AND 
MARKETING DATA-1931. 
March 14 to July 11, Lot 2B to October 17. 
Age of cattle, years 
Number in Jot 
Number days on test 
Average ini tial weight, pounds 
Average final weight, pounds 
Average gain, pounds 
Average daily gain, pounds 
Average daily feed : 
om, pounds 
Ground whole ear (1.72) 
Com chop 
Rice bran, pounds 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 
Molasses, pounds 
Feed per 100 pounds gain: 
om Corn, helled basis, pounds 
Ground whole ear (85.5 ) 
Com chop 
Rice bran, pounds 
Cottonseed meal, pounds 
Molasses, pounds 
Feed cost per head, grain 
Feed cost per 100 pounds gain 









































Estimated initial value per 100 pounds 
Estimated initial value per head 
Average sale weight, pounds 
A erage sa le price 
Average sale value 
Estimated selling co t 
Net sale value 
Margin over feed cost, not including 
pasture 
Margin, including pasture 
Shipping shrinkage, pounds 
Per cent shrinkage 
Hot dre ed weight, pounds 
Dre sing per ent (ba is of sale weight) 
PRI ES OF FEED : 
Ear corn, per bushel 
Rice bran, per ton 
$ 0.75 
$ 18.00 









































Cottonseed meal, per ton 
Corn, shelled, per ton 





Early Marketing Compared to Late Marketing: In 1931, the steers 
held until October gained 1.82 pounds per day during the first 
119 days and 0.826 pounds per day for the last 98 days . These 
might be considered normal seasonal gains, as compared to gains of 
1.2 pounds and 1.36 pounds, respectively, for the corresponding periods 
of 1930. In 1931 it appeared to be more profitable to sell in July, 
while in 1930, due to unusually dry weather in early summer, it was 
more profitable to sell late. The cattleman must naturally suit his 
marketing to pasture conditions and to the condition of the cattle. 
It would seem to be good pol·icy, however, to have cattle in good 
condition as early in the season as possible, by improving pastures to the 
point where early summer gains wiH average about two pounds per 
day, and by wintering cattle with cheap roughage so that they will hold 
most of their previous summer gains and go on pasture in the spring 
in good shape. The chances will be better for them to be fat enough 
to sell profitably in July as slaughter cattle. 
EXPERIMENT 4- lll. ORN AND COTTON EEO MEAL vs. ORN. 
COTTON EE.D MEAL, RI E BRAN, AND 
MOLA. E FOR FATTENING lHTXED YEAR-
LfNG A.'ITLE. 
A group of twenty mixed yearling cattle (twelve month old) 
belonging to the University, containing six half-bl d Brahmans, and 
grade Angus, Hereford, and Shorthorn steers and three cull heifers, 
was divided into two lots and put on feed on pasture . One lot re-
ceived corn and cottonseed meal and the other was fed corn, cotton-
seed meal, rice bran, and molasses. The pastures were approximately 
five acres each. The results showed no material difference in the net 
value of the two rations, and no material profit in feeding. 
These yearlings were sold at the same time as the experimental 
steers previously described. Sample rib cuts were taken from two of 
the half-Brahman steers and shipped to Beltsville, Maryland, for com-
parison. 
One intere ting re ult of this test was the good showing made by 
the half blood Brahmans. A comparison of the four be t Brahman 
grades with four of the best yearling steers of beef type sire hawed 
the following results: 
Average verage pprais 
Group Initial ale Value per 
Weight Weight 100 lbs . 
Brahman 444 676.2 1.95 651 $6.28 $40.92 
Beef Type 440.5 614.4 1.46 587 $5.48 32.15 
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The Brahman half-bloods had been graded as high medium feeders, 
while the beef type steers had graded good and low good. In the 
carcass, one of the Brahmans graded the highest of any in the experi-
ment, either two years old or yearlings. The samples of meat from 
two of the Brahman cros es sent to Beltsville graded high on quality, 
percentage of edible meat, and tenderness. 
TABLE 13. UM.MARY OF W EIGHTS, GAINS, FEED CO SUMPTlO , AND 
MARKETING DATA-1931. 
March 14 to July 11-119 days. 
Experiment 4-III . Yearling Cattle. 
.Average initia1 weight, Pounds 
Average final weight, pounds 
Average total gain, paund 
Average daily •ain, pounds 
Average daily ration : 
Com- ear, pounds 
Corn- shelled, pounds 
Rice bran, pounds 
Cottonseed meat, pounds 
Molasse , pounds 
Feed per 100 pounds gain: 
Com ar, pounds 
Coen- helled, pounds 
Rice bran, pounds 
Cottonseed meal , paunds 
Molasses, pounds 
JNA a.Al. D ATA 
------
Initial va lue @ 5c 
AYerage sa le weight, New Orleans 
ale price per J 00 pound 
Average le value 
A erage co t of f ed 
elling co t 
Total cost 
Balance, excluding pa tu re 
For fred prices, ee page 29. 
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LOT 3 LOT 4 
Corn & Cotton Corn, CSM, Rice 









































EXPERIMK~T 5. BREWER' RI E OMPARED TO GROUND WHOLE 
EAR ORN FOR FA'ITENING STEERS Ol\"" PAST ' RE. 
--1932. 
Cattle Used: The steers used in this experiment were medium 
to good grades of mixed breeding, having probably three-fourths pure 
beef blood or more, and approximately two years old. Most of these 
had been used in pa turing experiments the previous summer. A few 
had been used in digestion trials the previous winter. The steers were 
in fair condition, having been wintered on grass hay in addition to 
pasture. 
Feeds: The com was a prolific White Dent, fed as ground 
whole ear corn. The helling test was close to 73 per cent. The 
cottonseed meal was what is known as 7 per cent meal ( 7 per cent 
nitrogen), or second grade meal, but according to the analysis it wa 
probably close to first grade meal. The analysis of the feeds as given 
by the tate hemi t .is as follows: 
TABLE L4 . ANALYS! OF FEED 1.932 
Brewer's Gr. Whole Cottonseed 
Rice ear corn Meal 
Crude Protein 7.25 9.75 41.06 
Fat .25 3.20 
Nitrogen-free extract 79.20 63.25 
Crude fiber .45 11.05 
Water 11.85 9.80 
Ash 1.00 2.95 
Feeding: The steer were fed once daily, about 8 a. m. The 
amount fed the two lot were adjusted so that the teers on ear corn 
ould receive about the same amount of actual corn as the rice J t 
re eived of bre er's rice, considering the weight of shelled com only. 
The steers were started on three pounds of grain ( om and rice) and 
one pound of cottonseed meal per day and were increased to 5.25 
poun<l grain (7 lA pounds ground whole ear c rn) and 1. 5 p und 
cott n eed meal by the last half of the te t. 
Marketing: The teer were marketed in Ne\1 Orleans, " here 
the be t individual brought 5.00 per 100 p unds. Three head 
brou ht .50 per 100 pound and tw (one ut of each lot) br ught 
4.00 per 10 pound 
Conclusions: 1. Brewer's rice was n t quite equal t rn 
in gr und whole ear om, if we ssume th t the cob and shuck have 
no feedin value. 
2. If \ve assume that the ground cob and shuck in ground whole 
ear corn contained 3.5 per cent of the feeding value of the product, 
then the brewer's rice was equal to corn. 
3. During the first half of the test, the steers fed brewer's 
rice appeared to gain faster than the corn fed steers, but they gained 
more slowly towards the last of the test. 
TABLE 15 . SUMMARY OF WEIGHTS, GAIN, FEED CO 1 UMPTION AND 
MARKETING DATA-1932. 
M:trch 18 to June 10, 1932- 84 days. 
Number in Jot 
A\,'erage initial weight, pounds 
A vecage final weight, pounds 
Average gain, pounds 
A\·erage daily gain , pounds 
Average daily feed: 
Ground whole ear corn,* shelled basis, 
pound 
Brewer's rice, pounds 
ottonseed meal, pounds 
Feed per 100 pounds gain: 
orn, shelled ba is, pounds 
Brewer's rice, pounds 
Cottonseed meal , pounds 
Feed cost per head, grain only 
Feed co t p r 100 pound ain 
LOT 1 












Fr ANCIAL D ATA 
Estimated initial value per 100 pounds 
E timated initial alue per head 
Average sale weight, pounds 
A "erage sale price 
Average ale alue 
Estimated elling cost 
et sale value 
Margin over feed cost, not including pasture 
Margin O\'er feed co t, including pasture 
hrinkage, pounds 
hrinkage, per cent 
Feed prices : 
om, helled ba is, per bushel 
Brewer's ri e, per ton 
otton eed meal, per ton 
Pa ture, per month 












































EXPERillENT 6. FEEDING HEREFORD STEERS AND HA.LFRRED 
BRAHMAN YEARLINGS WITll OR.All\" ON GRASS 
--1933. 
Cattle Used: The original purpose of this test was to compare 
Brahman half-bred yearlings ( 1932 calves) with beef-type calves (by 
Hereford and Aberdeen-Angus sires) of similar age and previous treat-
ment. As all beef-type calves in the University herd were required in 
other experiments, however, it was necessary to buy Hereford yearling 
of somewhat greater weight, and of probably g reater age, for this 
test. These Herefords had also been wintered under different con-
ditions from the Brahman crosses. For these reasons, the experiment 
was not of great value as far as the original purpose was concerned, 
and is of interest only as the re ults from the individual lot che k 
with previous tests. 
Feeding: The cattle were put on feed on April 8 and finished 
on July 29, 1933. The ration consisted of com, rice bran, and cotton-
seed meaJ , the latter forming one-fourth of the ration . The daily 
ration fed was not as heavy as in previous years and the gain were 
slightly less than usual. 
Marketing: The cattle were shipped by truck to the New 
Orleans market. One yearling jumped from the truck en route and 
broke a foreleg, making it necess ry to slaughter it locally. For con-
venience, the marketing data have been presented on the basis of the 
price and dressing percentage obtained on the six yearlings old . 
The data on weight , gains, feed consumption and marketing 
are given in Table 16. 
Conclusions : For reasons previously given, n comparis n can 
be made in regard to the effect of Brahman cro s breeding. The gain 
of the hal f-blood Brahman check closely with the gain on similar 
ha! £-bloods in 1931 (see page 30). The Brahman year! in gs hrank 
less in transit and dressed 3 per cent more than the Hereford , on the 
basis of sale weight, but were valued at 11 cent le s per 100 pounds. 
Brahman yearlings (previou year' calve ) appear to take well to 
feeding on pasture, and make better gains th n do beef type yearling 
of the same age and condition. 
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TABLE 16. UMMARY OF WEIGHTS, GAINS, FEED CO SUMPTION, AND 
MARKETING DATA-1933. 
April 8 to July 29, 19 3-112 days. 
LOT 1 
Brahman Cross 
Age at Beginning of Test, Months 13 
Number in lot 7 
Average initial weight, pounds 562.4 
Average final weight, pounds 775.4 
Average gain, pounds 213.0 
Average daily gain, pounds 1.902 
Average daily feed: 
Com, pounds 2.85 
Rice bran, pounds 1.12 
. Cottonseed meal , pounds 1.32 
Total, pounds 5.29 
Feed per 100 Pound Gain : 
Corn, pounds 149.7 
Rice bran, pounds 59.0 
Cottonseed meal , pound 69.6 
Total, pounds 2 8.3 
Feed cost, per head: s 5.54 
Feed cost, per 100 pounds gain s 2.60 
FINAN lAL D ATA - -- -- -- -- ·-- --
Estimated initial value per 1 oo runds 
E timated initial value per hea 
Average sale weight, pound 
Average sale price per 100 pounds 
Average ale value 
E timated elling cost 
Net sale value 
Balance, not including pasture 
Balance, including pa ture 
Per cent shrinkage 
Dres ed weight, pounds 
Dressing percentage 
Prices of Feeds : 
Corn, per bu he! 
Rice bran, per ton 
ottonseed n eal, per ton 
















































ne steer docked for tagginess, but calculated at average price of other six steer . 
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GENERAL DI USSIO~ 
Relative Gains and Prices: The average gain for cattle fed 
grain on grass ( 1928 to 1931) was 1.93 pounds per day, compared 
to 1. 39 pounds for grass steers sold at the same time, and 1. 31 pound 
per day for steers sold in late fall. For the three years that two-year-
. old steers were fed (1929 to 1931), the grain fed steers averaged 2.05 
pounds per day and the grass steers 1.5 5 pounds. The highest gains 
on fed cattle, 2.69 pounds per day, were made in 1932, and the highest 
gains on grass cattle, 1.99 pounds per day, in 1931. 
Average sale prices for the four years (1928 to 1931) were $9.36 
per 100 pounds for grain fed steers and $7.97 for grass steers sold at 
the same time, a difference of 1.39 per 100 pounds. The highest 
prices obtained were $13.00 per 100 pounds on fed yearling , $11.94 
on fed two-year-olds, and $9.89 on grass steers in 1929. 
Relative Profits: The relative pro.fits from the two methods 
of feeding for the same four years (1928 to 1931) were $6.50 for the 
cattle on feed and 3.85 for grass cattle, if no charge was made for 
pasture ; or 3.40 and 0. 3, respectively, if pasture was charged at 
from 50 to 75 cents per mon th. Table 17 gives these profits in detail 
for the four years. 
TABLE 17. E TIMATED RELATIVE PROFITS AND LOS ES ON STEER , 1928· 1931 
With and Without Charge for Pasture 
Est. PRO FITS PROFIT 
Feeder With no charge With charge made 
Value Fed Gr. ss for grass for grass 
per tee rs Only Fed Grass Fed Grass 
100 lbs. tee rs Onl y Steers On Jr 
1928 
Yearling .00* 10. $ 8.75 $1 .08 $10.90 $10.08 $ 6.90 
1929 
Two-year-olds 1 l.00 11.9 9.89 12.56 4.69 9.66 1.79 
1930 
Two-year-old 9.00* 7.91 6.64 -4.92 - 6.62 - 7. 2 - 10.37 
1931 
Two-year-olds 7.00 6.92 6.60 .2 6.4 2 1.28 3.42 
-- --
Average** $ 8.75 9.36 $ 7.97 $ 6.50 $ 3.85 $ 3. 0 $ 0. 3 
• Apprai ed value. 
•• imp I avera e. 
Minus ign (-) ind icates los . 
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To the average cattleman these profits may appear to be small. 
However, they are for periods of only four or five months, and do 
not include the profit that a man might make by raising his own cattle 
or by feeding his own corn. In addition, during the years 1930 to 
1933 there was a serious drop in livestock values, which reduced profits 
greatly in all lines of livestock production. The values placed on the 
feeder cattle were high. It was necessary to buy fairly uniform and 
well bred cattle for these investigations on quality of meat, and the 
prices paid or estimated were probably higher than the commercial 
cattleman would have to pay, especially one who could pick up cattle 
at different times without much regard for uniformity in size, age, and 
type. Feeds were also high compared to home grown corn fed at 
farm prices. 
'O LU I ~- . 
It is believed that fattening cattle ~ ith grain on pasture shows 
considerable promise for the cattleman who has his own feed, or can 
buy feed cheaply and who wishes to market a better grade of market 
cattle than would be produced on grass alone. It is a method that 
requires much less labor and probably less grain feed than is usually 
required in winter dry lot feeding, and eliminates a great deal of work 
in curing and hauling hay and other roughage, and in hauling manure. 
The gains made in these tests were very satisfactory except in the 
1928 experiment when pastures were relatively poor, and while the 
profits were not great from 1930 to 1933 they were probably better 
than wouJd have been made with similar cattle in winter feeding. 
PART m. 
'TUDIES ON MEAT Q ITY 
Jn each of the four years, 1928-1931 rib cuts from some or all 
of the experimental steers were sent to the Bureau of Animal Industry 
Laboratories at Beltsville, Maryland, for a detailed study of the quality 
of the meat. The rib cut from one side of the carcass was used for 
chemical nd physical studies, and from the other, for cooking tests. 
The records of these studies are summarized in the following table. 
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TABLE 18 . AVERAGE DETERMINATrONS OF MEAT QUALITY, 1928-1931 
LOT 1 LOT 2A LOT 2B 
Grain and 
Gr:iss 
Grass Alone Grazed until 
Sold with Lot l fall, 1930-31 
ME HA.NI 
Number of samples 
Per cent "eye" of beef 
Per cent remaining edible lean 
Per cent fat 
Per cent fat (of total edible me t) 
Per cent edible meat 
LYSlS OF RIB 
18 
25.77 


















Tenderness, med1anical te t 32.8t 37.3 40.5 
Tenderness, committee grade .50 4.02 3.07 
Texture, committee grade 5.07 .85 4.70 
OMMITTEE GRADlNG ON PALA.T BILITY OF MEAT 
Number of samples 19 13 6 
Intensity of 
.Aroma 4.43 ff .63 4.96 
Flavor of fat .53 .4,90 .. .81 
Flavor of lean 4.73 .79 . . .77 
Juiciness, <juality 4.57 4.07 3.89 
Juiciness, quantity 5.42 4,9 " 5.06 
De irability of 
Aroma 4.72 4.09 3.65 
Flavor of fat 4.97 .30 3. 9 
Flavor of lean .65 4.50 3. 9 
Juiciness, quality 5.17** .5.10** 
Juicine , quantity 5. 6** 5.10** 
Number of ample 
Per cent evaporation 
Per cent dripping 
Per cent total hrinkage 










Fat, per cent of edible portion ( yrs.) 30.5 18.63 





OLOR READING -· LEAN MEAT t 
No. amples Lot t No. amples Lot 2A No. Samples 
3 A.2 .66 2 A 3.0 
3 A6.67 3 A .66 
3 .A5 .67 3 A5 .00 3 
9 A6.67 3 A7.33 3 










• The per cent I n, the per cent "ey " an the per cent protein of beef are necessarily 
greater in the leaner animals. 
t In the mechanical test the lowe t c re i most desirable . 
.. Two years only, 192 -1929. 
:): Based on grade from Al, light red, t AlO, dark red . Light red is more desi r ble. 
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UMMARY AND ON L IO 
Effect of Grain Feeding on Quality of Meat: The feeding of 
grain to cattle on pasture improved the flavor, color, and tenderness 
of the meat, although the differences were not great. With one or two 
exceptions these results have been ery consistent over a four-year 
period. 
1. Tenderness. Meat from the grain fed cattle was more tender, 
according to both the grading committee and the mechanical test. 
In 1930, the grass fed cattle graded tough. 
2. T extU1·e. The texture of grain fed beef was slightly finer. 
3. Per Cent of Fat. Mechanical Analysis of Rib. Rib cuts from the 
grain fed cattle averaged 25.03 per cent fat, or 33.59 per cent of the 
total edjble portion. Cuts from the grass fed cattle averaged 15.25 
per cent fat, or 20 per cent of the total edible portion. 
4. Fla,vor of Fat. The flavor of fat from the grain fed steers graded 
higher on desirability in each of the four years, though the flavor 
was less intense than that from the meat of the steers off grass 
alone. 
5. Flavor of Lean. Very little difference in flavor of lean meat was 
shown between the two lots, 1 and 2A. Jn three out of four 
years, however, the flavor of lean as slightly more desirable from 
the grass fed steers. 1n 1930, the grass fed beef had probably 
less fat than usual and was graded a full point lower on flavor 
than the grain fed beef. The intensity of flavor as not con-
sistently higher in either group. 
6. Desirability of Afoma. The aroma was ·more desirable-in meat 
from steers fed grain on grass. 
7. Intensity of Aroma. The aroma as more pronounced in meat 
from steers on grass alone. 
8. Color. Lean meat from grass ttle as only slightly darker than 
that from the grain fed cattle. In 1930, the lean from cattle on 
gras nly graded better on color than that from the cattle receiving 
grain. 
9. Per Cent of Edible Meat. Grain feeding increased the percentage 
of fat in the edible part of the rib by about 60 per cent. 
Explanation of Grading System Used in Table 18: 
The highest grade is represented by 7 and the lowest by 1, approximately as follows: 
7. Very marked, very tender, or very desirable. 
6. Pronounced, tender, or desirable. 
5. Moderately good . 
4. lightly good or slightly coarse or tough. 
3. eulra l, coar e, or tough. 
2. Slightly undesirable, very coarse, or tough. 
1. Undesirable, extremely coarse, or extremely tough. 
This system applies to the preceding table with th~ exception of the peicentage tables, 
the mechanical test for tenderness, and the color reading. 
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It appears evident from these tests that any differences in quality 
were due principally to the greater amount of fat put on by grain feed-
ing, rather than to any other effect of grain feeding, and that there 
were no objections, otherwise, to meat produced on grass alone. In 
one year ( 1931) , when steers on clover alone made almost as large 
gains as did those on grain, the quality of meat was practically the 
same. In the 1930 test, when there was the greatest difference in 
fatness between the two lots, there was the greatest difference in 
quality of meat. 
ote: A more detailed record of the meat grading work for each 
year may be obtained in mimeographed form by writing to the Animal 
Industry Department, Louisiana Experiment Station, University, Louisi-
ana . 
. . 40 
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